


The National SocietyThe National Society
History of the SocietyHistory of the Society
The Alzheimer’s Society (originally the Alzheimer’s Disease The Alzheimer’s Society (originally the Alzheimer’s Disease 
Society) was founded in 1979 by Mrs. Cora Phillips MBE Society) was founded in 1979 by Mrs. Cora Phillips MBE 
with the support and cowith the support and co--operation of Mrs. Morella Kayman. operation of Mrs. Morella Kayman. 
Their personal experiences of caring for loved ones with Their personal experiences of caring for loved ones with 
dementia highlighted the need to improve awareness of dementia highlighted the need to improve awareness of 
dementia and improve the quality of care, support and dementia and improve the quality of care, support and 
information for people with dementia and their carers. information for people with dementia and their carers. 
The first annual general meeting, at which 98 members and The first annual general meeting, at which 98 members and 
supporters were present, was held on 13 September 1980. supporters were present, was held on 13 September 1980. 
The first Newsletter was published in January 1981. The The first Newsletter was published in January 1981. The 
first branches were set up in Oxford and Bromley in 1980 first branches were set up in Oxford and Bromley in 1980 
and 1981 respectively. and 1981 respectively. 
The members of the Society agreed the change of name to The members of the Society agreed the change of name to 
‘Alzheimer’s Society’ at the annual general meeting in ‘Alzheimer’s Society’ at the annual general meeting in 
1999, which is also when the current logo was launched. 1999, which is also when the current logo was launched. 
The Society celebrated its 25th anniversary in 2004.The Society celebrated its 25th anniversary in 2004.
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Current workCurrent work
StructureStructure

The Alzheimer’s Society is a registered charity and a The Alzheimer’s Society is a registered charity and a 
company limited by guarantee. As such, it is bound by the company limited by guarantee. As such, it is bound by the 
frameworks and regulations set out in the Charities Act frameworks and regulations set out in the Charities Act 
1993, charity commission guidance, company law and 1993, charity commission guidance, company law and 
accounting regulations. accounting regulations. 
The Society operates in England, Wales and Northern The Society operates in England, Wales and Northern 
Ireland. Ireland. 
The Society is a membership organisation with 25,000 The Society is a membership organisation with 25,000 
members who elect the board of trustees at the annual members who elect the board of trustees at the annual 
general meeting. The board is informed by an advisory general meeting. The board is informed by an advisory 
council of volunteer members elected from area forums council of volunteer members elected from area forums 
which are held in each of the Society’s 15 operational which are held in each of the Society’s 15 operational 
areas. areas. 
The Society delivers services through a network of The Society delivers services through a network of 
branches, made up of volunteers and staff working in branches, made up of volunteers and staff working in 
partnership. partnership. 
The Society has a royal patron, HRH Princess Alexandra The Society has a royal patron, HRH Princess Alexandra 
GCVO and president, Jon Snow. It also has several vice GCVO and president, Jon Snow. It also has several vice 
presidents and patrons. presidents and patrons. 
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ResearchResearch
Research Research 
Diseases that cause nerve cells in the Diseases that cause nerve cells in the 
higher parts of the brain to die result in higher parts of the brain to die result in 
dementia dementia -- problems with memory, problems with memory, 
orientation, language and thinking.orientation, language and thinking.
The Alzheimer's Society is committed to The Alzheimer's Society is committed to 
defeating dementia through research. The defeating dementia through research. The 
Society's research programme has three Society's research programme has three 
themes themes -- cause, cure and care. The search cause, cure and care. The search 
for cause and cure gives us hope for the for cause and cure gives us hope for the 
future, while research on care ensures future, while research on care ensures 
that we are delivering the best help for that we are delivering the best help for 
the present.the present.
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South Beds BranchSouth Beds Branch
who are we?who are we?

The branch launched in 1994, and 2 of the The branch launched in 1994, and 2 of the 
original members are still with the committee. original members are still with the committee. 
The current committee members are from a The current committee members are from a 
variety of backgrounds;  carers, former carers, variety of backgrounds;  carers, former carers, 
and people with an interest in volunteering. We and people with an interest in volunteering. We 
have a chairperson, a secretary  and a treasurer have a chairperson, a secretary  and a treasurer 
(currently vacant post), and follow the (currently vacant post), and follow the 
constitution of the Society.constitution of the Society.
Other committee members take responsibility for Other committee members take responsibility for 

areas such as social events, and several of the areas such as social events, and several of the 
committee members also work in the Haven on a committee members also work in the Haven on a 
WednesdayWednesday



South Beds branchSouth Beds branch
What do we offer locallyWhat do we offer locally

The Carer’s Haven’sThe Carer’s Haven’s
The Haven’s were developed as a result of The Haven’s were developed as a result of 
a questionnaire the branch undertook in a questionnaire the branch undertook in 
1997 1997 –– members told us they wanted members told us they wanted 
somewhere they could go to socialise, somewhere they could go to socialise, 
without feeling embarrassed or without feeling embarrassed or 
stigmatised. Somewhere they could talk to stigmatised. Somewhere they could talk to 
other people in similar situations and get other people in similar situations and get 
support and information fromsupport and information from



The Haven’s operate currently for 2 days a The Haven’s operate currently for 2 days a 
week week 

Wednesday in Luton at the High Town Wednesday in Luton at the High Town 
Methodist Church HallMethodist Church Hall

Thursday in Dunstable at the Community Thursday in Dunstable at the Community 
Church HallChurch Hall

And as from January 15And as from January 15thth the Leighton the Leighton 
Buzzard Haven will begin at the Trinity Buzzard Haven will begin at the Trinity 
Methodist Church, Methodist Church, ChatterisChatteris suitesuite



What Happens at the HavensWhat Happens at the Havens
Whatever people want to happen really. Whatever people want to happen really. 
The favourite things areThe favourite things are
The tea dances; we are lucky enough to The tea dances; we are lucky enough to 
have a ballroom dancer who comes along have a ballroom dancer who comes along 
and gets people dancing, which is good for and gets people dancing, which is good for 
them socially and fantastic exercise!them socially and fantastic exercise!
The Fish & Chip lunches, a very popular The Fish & Chip lunches, a very popular 
event, initially once a month, but now event, initially once a month, but now 
every fortnight due to popular demandevery fortnight due to popular demand
The social interaction is the main thing The social interaction is the main thing 
people enjoy, conversation, someone who people enjoy, conversation, someone who 
understands to talk to.understands to talk to.



Social EventsSocial Events
One of the greatest difficulties of being a carer is One of the greatest difficulties of being a carer is 
social isolation, particularly when the person you social isolation, particularly when the person you 
are caring for can have some behavioural are caring for can have some behavioural 
problems, so we have an active social group that problems, so we have an active social group that 
meet not only at the Havens, but go out for meet not only at the Havens, but go out for 
meals regularly. Many of the carers do not have meals regularly. Many of the carers do not have 
the confidence to go out on their own, but with a the confidence to go out on their own, but with a 
group of people all prepared to help, they feel group of people all prepared to help, they feel 
secure and safe. This is why the grant for secure and safe. This is why the grant for 
transport costs has been invaluable to us.transport costs has been invaluable to us.
“I can’t believe how alive he was, it was like “I can’t believe how alive he was, it was like 
having the old x back” J.W. having the old x back” J.W. carercarer..
This was a quote from a This was a quote from a carercarer following a trip to following a trip to 
Glen Millar  Big Band Night funded by this grant.Glen Millar  Big Band Night funded by this grant.



What the Fund has done for usWhat the Fund has done for us
We requested funding to enable people to We requested funding to enable people to 
attend the Haven drop in centre, as attend the Haven drop in centre, as 
transport was a barrier to carers attending transport was a barrier to carers attending 
, and we had a waiting list of people , and we had a waiting list of people 
needing transport. Being successful in our needing transport. Being successful in our 
bid for funding enabled initially another 15 bid for funding enabled initially another 15 
people to attend the Haven regularly. We people to attend the Haven regularly. We 
offer a flexible system which allows carers offer a flexible system which allows carers 
to use the account with the Taxi firm on to use the account with the Taxi firm on 
an ad hoc basis to suit their needsan ad hoc basis to suit their needs
In addition to this we can now also offer In addition to this we can now also offer 

social events as illustrated by the social events as illustrated by the 
photographs that will followphotographs that will follow



Glenn Millar NightGlenn Millar Night



Fun for the whole FamilyFun for the whole Family



Afternoon Tea Dance at Afternoon Tea Dance at WicksteadWickstead
ParkPark



What Else?What Else?
The branch has a real commitment to raise The branch has a real commitment to raise 
enough funding on an ongoing basis to employ a enough funding on an ongoing basis to employ a 
support worker/ Haven cosupport worker/ Haven co--ordinatorordinator for 30 hours for 30 hours 
a week. This post is currently held by Megan a week. This post is currently held by Megan 
Robins, who takes referrals for the branch, visits Robins, who takes referrals for the branch, visits 
people at home initially until they have the people at home initially until they have the 
confidence to come along to the Haven. Megan confidence to come along to the Haven. Megan 
acts as an advocate for people when they ask her acts as an advocate for people when they ask her 
to.to.
I cannot begin to list Megan’s tasks as they are I cannot begin to list Megan’s tasks as they are 
varied and individual to each person, the one varied and individual to each person, the one 
thing I can state is that her work is invaluable, thing I can state is that her work is invaluable, 
and this is not my opinion, but that of the people and this is not my opinion, but that of the people 
who attend the Havenswho attend the Havens
The Branch were successful in their tender under The Branch were successful in their tender under 
the POPPS bid for a post within the Memory the POPPS bid for a post within the Memory 
Clinic. This makes families aware of  the branch Clinic. This makes families aware of  the branch 
and services available to them.and services available to them.



Other ServicesOther Services

The Branch offers a 24 hour The Branch offers a 24 hour answerphoneanswerphone, , 
which is responded to within 2 working which is responded to within 2 working 
daysdays
There is a library of literature which carers There is a library of literature which carers 
can access when they feel the needcan access when they feel the need
The branch offers a variety of information The branch offers a variety of information 
both verbally and written, and has access both verbally and written, and has access 
to the vast amount of information offered to the vast amount of information offered 
by the National Societyby the National Society



Why are we Important?Why are we Important?
You really need to ask the service users You really need to ask the service users 
this, but the feedback I get when I visit this, but the feedback I get when I visit 
the Havens are comments like “life saver” the Havens are comments like “life saver” 
“don’t know how I would have coped “don’t know how I would have coped 
without the support” without the support” 
With Statutory services becoming more With Statutory services becoming more 
reliant upon the voluntary sector due to reliant upon the voluntary sector due to 
government policies, organisations like government policies, organisations like 
ours are becoming increasingly vital. The ours are becoming increasingly vital. The 
Society estimate that  Society estimate that  Dementia currently Dementia currently 
affects over 750,000 people in the UK  affects over 750,000 people in the UK  
and they also estimate that by 2010 there and they also estimate that by 2010 there 
will be about 870,000 people with will be about 870,000 people with 
dementia in the UK dementia in the UK 



Given the statistics, 750000 people equal 750000 Given the statistics, 750000 people equal 750000 
carers, and families. 1 in 4 people will have a carers, and families. 1 in 4 people will have a 
form of dementia, and therefore the likely hood is form of dementia, and therefore the likely hood is 
all of us at some point will be affected on a all of us at some point will be affected on a 
personal basis.personal basis.
The staff and volunteers work with the whole The staff and volunteers work with the whole 
family, which supports them in the caring role for family, which supports them in the caring role for 
a longer period of time. Carers have told us that a longer period of time. Carers have told us that 
they would not have been able to care for their they would not have been able to care for their 
loved one without the support offered. The loved one without the support offered. The 
society offer support throughout all aspect of the society offer support throughout all aspect of the 
changes that a carer may face. This includes changes that a carer may face. This includes 
issues of separation and loss. issues of separation and loss. 



Thank YouThank You

So, thank you for your So, thank you for your 
ongoing support, and ongoing support, and 
thank you for allowing us thank you for allowing us 
to share information about to share information about 
some of our work with you some of our work with you 
this eveningthis evening
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